Engineered nanoparticles are becoming increasingly commonplace in commercial products as well as biomedical research settings. Surprisingly, however, systematic studies of the health hazards of engineered nanomaterials have severely lagged behind their development and application. It has been shown in some cases that nanomaterials can elicit unique and potentially deleterious physiological responses that are not observed with bulk materials of the same type [1] .
As part of a larger effort to assess the toxicology of engineered nanoparticles, we have employed advanced microscopy and analysis methods to study the interaction of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) with living cells. QDs have shown utility as optical biological tracers due to their increased fluorescence quantum yield and enhanced photostability over traditional organic dyes. These characteristics also make them suitable for investigation with optical microscopy. We have employed total internal reflectance fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy [2] to study the behavior of QDs on the cell surface. This method allows us to selectively excite only those nanoparticles on or within the cell membrane, and permits us to study (1) membrane diffusion characteristics of QDs as a function of size and surface properties using single particle tracking, as well as (2) their internalization rate by monitoring the decrease in signal over time as QDs proceed into the cytosol.
In addition we have employed hyperspectral confocal fluorescence microscopy to study the distribution of QDs after internalization. Hyperspectral confocal fluorescence microscopy acquires a fluorescence emission spectrum from each voxel within the field of view [3] . Because the peak of the fluorescence emission spectrum of a QD is correlated with the size of the QD, hyperspectral confocal fluorescence microscopy permits visualization several different quantum dot sizes simultaneously inside a living cell with high spatial resolution.
Using these advanced imaging methods we have investigated -COOH surface functionalized CdSe QDs of three sizes (corresponding to emission peaks of 585nm, 605nm, and 655nm) interacting with rat mast cells. Single QD tracking on the cell surface reveals a range spanning >10 orders of magnitude in effective 2D diffusion constants, indicating a highly complex, heterogeneous environment. Further, QD internalization rates were found to be on the order of 5 minutes in cultured RBL cells, as seen in Figure 1A , although there is a non-linear relationship between membrane-residence time and particle size ( Figure 1B) . Interestingly, results indicate greater internalization and sequestration into lysosomes for both the smallest and largest particle sizes, but not the intermediate size studied, corresponding with the measured membrane residence time.
The combination of imaging modalities enables quantitative measurements of membrane and subcellular interactions of nanoparticles in living cells, leading to a greater mechanistic understanding of nanomaterial interactions in biological systems [4] . 
